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ABSTRACT
Many softw are projects are based on the integration of inde-
pendently designed softw are components that are acquired
on the market rather than developed within the project it-
self. Sometimes interoperabilit yand composition mecha-
nisms provided by component based integration frameworks
cannot solve the problem of binary component integration
in an automatic w ay. Notably, in the context of compo-
nent based concurrent systems, the binary component in-
tegration may cause deadloc kswithin the system. In this
paper w e presen t a technique to allow connectors synthe-
sis for deadlock-free component based arc hitectures [2] in a
real scale con text,namely in the context of COM/DCOM
applications. This technique is based on an architectural,
connector-based approach whic h consistsof syn thesizing a
COM/DCOM connector as a COM/DCOM server that can
route requests of the clients through a deadlock free pol-
icy. This w ork also pro vides guide lines to implement an
automatic tool that derives the implementation of routing
deadloc k-free policy within the connector from the dynamic
behavior speci�cation of the COM components. It is then
possible to avoid the deadlock by using COM composition
mechanisms to insert the synthesized connector within the
system while letting the system COM servers unmodi�ed.
We present a successful application of this technique on
the (COM version of the) problem known as "The dining
philosophers". Depending on the type of deadlock w e have
a strategy that automatically operates on the connector part
of the system architecture in order to obtain a suitably
equiv alent version of the system which is deadlock-free.

1. INTRODUCTION
Component based integration frameworks (COM/ DCOM,
Sun's JavaBeans, CORBA) provide in teroperabilit y and com-
position mechanisms that cannot solve all the problems of
binary component integration in an automatic way. Notably,
in the context of component based concurrent systems, the

binary component integration may cause deadlocks within
the system [6]. In this paper we present a technique to al-
low connectors synthesis for deadlock-free component based
architectures [2] in a real scale context, namely in the con-
text of COM/DCOM. Recently, software architecture has
emerged as an area that places signi�cant importance on
components interaction. In the software architecture do-
main, components interaction is embodied in the notion of
software connectors. Soft ware connectors mediate interac-
tions among components [8, 11]. For example inthe con-
text of distributed systems, connectors manifest themselves
in a softw are system as shared variables, procedure calls,
pipes, SQL links between a database and an application.
T ypically in the context of component based architectures,
people distinguish components (computation) from connec-
tors (in teraction) in a system. Connectors are often consid-
ered to be explicit at the architectural level, but intangible
in a system implementation. In a COM/DCOM architec-
ture, w e should consider the following mechanisms as soft-
w are connectors: RPC, marshaling/unmarshaling, Windows
Registry, binding and the COM architecture itself with all
interoperabilit y and location mechanisms. Sometimes con-
nectors are also deliberately modelled as components fur-
ther obscuring their distinct nature. Special purpose Archi-
tecture Description Languages (ADL) have been devised to
pro vide support for modelling more sophisticated and pow-
erful connectors. A predominant focus of existing ADLs has
been on verifying the properties of the modelled behavior.
In this paper w e assume an explicit notion of connector,
although we will model it as a component in the COM con-
text. Th usa COM connector will be a component easily
insertable within the system by using a COM composition
mechanism. Since we aim at proving properties about the
dynamics of the composed system, i.e. deadlock freeness,
w e also need to suitably extend theMicrosoft Interface Def-
inition Language (MIDL) with information on the dynamic
behavior of the single components. Our approach is based on
the theoretical framework in troduced in [2].The idea there
is to build applications by assuming a de�ned architectural
style, namely a modi�ed version of the C2 architectural style
[7]. The method starts o� a set of components, and builds
a connector following the reference style constraints. Com-
ponents are enriched with additional information on their
dynamic behavior which tak es the form of graphs. Then
deadloc k analysis is performed. If the synthesized connector
con tains deadlock behaviors, these are removed. Depending
on the kind of deadlock, this is enough to obtain a deadlock-
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free version of the system. Otherwise, the deadlock is due
to some component internal behavior and cannot be �xed
without directly operating on the component. This work
also provides guide lines to implement an automatic tool
that derives the implementation of a routing deadlock-free
policy within the connector from the dynamic behavior spec-
i�cation of the COM components. This technique avoids the
deadlock by using COM composition mechanisms to insert
the synthesized connector within the system while letting
the system COM servers unmodi�ed. At present our tech-
nique requires the system COM clients to be slightly mod-
i�ed. In Section 7, we mention a way to avoid the clients
code updating. Applying the rules that we provide at the
end of Section 7, the technique avoids the deadlock letting
all the system COM components unmodi�ed.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce
the problem, in Section 3 we present some notions that are
important to understand the paper and in Section 4 we de-
scribe the COM/DCOM model with respect to COM com-
ponent interoperability, composition, evolution and commu-
nication. Section 5 presents the technique to allow connec-
tors synthesis [2] for a COM/DCOM single-layered appli-
cation and for a COM/DCOM multi-layered application.
Section 6 presents an application of connectors synthesis
for a COM single-layered system; this system implements
an instance of the problem known as The dining philoso-
phers [14] with two philosophers and two forks. In Section 8
we present conclusions and possible extensions to the tech-
niques discussed in this paper, in order to work in a more
general COM/DCOM context and to leave all the system
COM components unmodi�ed. It's worth noticing that at
present DCOM does not exist anymore and it has been sub-
sumed by COM+. Thus all we present can be applied in the
context of COM/COM+ as well.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In [2] the following de�nition of the deadlock problem in a
component based context is reported:

De�nition 1. A set of components is deadlocked if each
component in the set is waiting for an event that only a
component in the set can cause.

In that paper there is also a separation of deadlock problems
in two classes:

� deadlocks caused by a wrong coordination policy (such
as The dining philosophers);

� deadlocks caused by components internal behavioral
assumptions (such as Compressing Proxy [3]).

The problems of the �rst class can be solved through dead-
lock detection and recovery. The problems of the second
class can only allow for deadlock detection. We develop
an automatic technique to connectors synthesis as discussed
in [2] in a COM/DCOM context. In order to do this we
proceed as follows: �rst we must understand how the COM
model can reect the reference architectural style in [2]; this

problem is treated in Section 5. Then the connectors syn-
thesis assumes that each component is represented with an
ACtual behavior graph (AC-Graph) that describes dynamic
behavior of the component [3, 4]. From these automata we
can obtain the connector transition graph. Thus we must
�nd a way to accomodate the notion of AC-Graph in the
COM component interface description (MIDL code); this
problem is treated in Section 5.1 by extending the MIDL
code with CCS [9] statement. In Section 5.1 we provide a
general CCS model for a server side request and a client
side request. The next step is to understand how we should
build a COM connector from an architectural point of view.
In Section 5 the COM connector has been synthesized as a
COM server that contains all servers of the connector free
system. This server provides atomic requests and his in-
terface represents the union of all services provided by all
servers within the connector itself. At this point it is possi-
ble to use the connectors synthesis discussed in [2] to obtain
the COM connector transition graph. This graph represents
a model of the right routing policy of the requests. The
last problem is to understand how we can obtain the im-
plementation of a connector service simply by observing the
structure of the connector transition graph; this problem is
treated in Section 7.

3. BACKGROUND
The reference architectural style discussed in [2], called Con-
nector Based Architecture (CBA), is derived from the C2
style [7] and [15]; the main characteristics of this style are:

� component based;

� scalability;

� two types of elements: components and connectors;

� both components and connectors have de�ned top and
bottom;

� the top is connected to the bottom of a single connec-
tor;

� the bottom is connected to the top of a single connec-
tor;

� there is no bound on the number of components or
connectors that may be attached to a single connector;

� two types of messages: request from bottom to top and
noti�cation from top to bottom;

� the top domain speci�es the set of noti�cations a com-
ponent responds to, and the set of requests it emits
upward in the architecture;

� the bottom domain speci�es the set of noti�cations that
a component forwards down in the architecture, and
the set of requests it responds to;

The precedent items represent characteristics that we �nd
also in the C2 style. The main di�erences between C2 style
and CBA style are:

� synchronous message passing;
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� connectors cannot directly communicate;

� connectors are only routing devices, without any �l-
tering policies;

� connectors have a strictly sequential input-output be-
havior.

The precedent items represent the CBA style distinguished
characteristics that we do not �nd in C2 style. In the fol-
lowing Section we present the COM/DCOM features that
we will use in Section 5 to model the characteristics of the
CBA style.

4. COM MODEL ARCHITECTURE
A COM/DCOM application is based on a client/server or-
ganization. A client of a component is any program that
can execute component code. To allow clients to access its
functions, a COM/DCOM server implements one or more
interfaces. COM/DCOM supports multiple interfaces of a
component. An interface is a binary structure in the ad-
dress space of a component, whose layout is de�ned as a
table of pointers to functions. A client refers with a pointer
to an interface. The speci�cation of all functions that can
be called through an interface is de�ned by the type of that
interface. A type may inherit from another type by ex-
tending its list of function speci�cations. All interface types
are organized in a single inheritance hierarchy with a spe-
cial type IUnknown as root. Typically, COM/DCOM does
take Microsoft version of the DCE IDL (MIDL) as preferred
notation to de�ne an interface type. The DCE/IDL and
MIDL are two di�erent languages. MIDL is a Microsoft's
extension of the standard DCE/IDL. Because IUnknown is
the root of the interface type hierarchy, its operations are
accessible through any interface. Thus, having a pointer
to an interface of any component enables calls to the IUn-
known methods: QueryInterface, AddRef and Release. The
QueryInterface provides the primitive to navigate between
component interfaces. The latter two operations maintain
reference counts on interfaces, enabling components to con-
trol their lifetimes and the lifetimes of individual interface
tables. The QueryInterface operation is responsible for dy-
namic interface negotiation: it is an interoperability and in-
trospection mechanism. It provides an introspection service
through which it is possible to make sure at runtime that
the server interfaces are of the type clients need. The im-
plementation of all functions that can be called through an
interface are de�ned by a COM class. A client can invoke
a server method using information contained in the Type
Library. A Type Library speci�cation is de�ned by MIDL
code. A COM client has all the information to use a COM
server after the MIDL compiler has processed the Type Li-
brary code and the marshaling/unmarshaling code de�ned
in the server MIDL �le. A COM server is represented by
a server object which is the instance of a given COM class.
COM imposes several rules on how QueryInterface must be-
have:

� time-invariance: the set of interface types that a
component exposes through QueryInterface does not
change at runtime;

� reachability: if a component exposes a given type of
interface, that type of interface should be accessible
from any interface of the component;

� component identity: two interfaces belong to the
same component if and only if the pointers returned
by calls to QueryInterface on these interfaces for IUn-
known universal unique identi�er are equal.

COM de�nes two approaches to use existing components as
building blocks of new ones:

� containment/delegation: an outer component en-
capsulates one or more inner components and uses
their services. It is a general mechanism in object ori-
ented programming but it adds overhead on the per-
formance of a request;

� aggregation: the outer component can directly ex-
pose to its clients its pointer to the inner interface.
Clients use this pointer as it is a pointer to an inter-
face of the outer component. There is no overhead on
the performance of a request. Thus, an inner compo-
nent is said to be aggregated if an outer component
exposes pointers to one or more of its (inner) inter-
faces. Actually in order for an inner component to be
accessible, the outer component must expose all the
interfaces of the inner one. This happens because oth-
erwise clients of the outer component would be able to
observe a component that does not follow the reacha-
bility rule of COM interface negotiation, in violation
of the standard. For example, a client could require
an inner interface which is not exposed from the outer
object.

Both these mechanisms are designed so that the internal
structure of a composite component is hidden from its clients.
In the literature there are many papers that analyze the
conicts between aggregation and interface negotiation in
COM [12, 5, 13]. In general, the COM interface negotia-
tion mechanism fails to correctly discover interfaces of some
types exposed by an aggregated component, and to distin-
guish the identities of aggregated components within the
same aggregate. The problem arises because outer and in-
ner components share an interface. The problem is that this
kind of sharing, which is the essence of aggregation, does not
work well with interface negotiation. So the aggregation is
not a general composition mechanism.

A client and a server communicate to each other through a
procedure call mechanism (RPC). Using this mechanism we
can say that a client connects itself to a server through a
unique type of communication channel that we have called
PCC (Procedure Call Channel). A channel of this type can
connect a client to a server as well as a server to a server
by using the containment/delegation mechanism. We as-
sume that the requests on PCC are always synchronous.
In COM+ it is possible to de�ne asynchronous interfaces
but that procedure call mechanism is not really an asyn-
chronous mechanism. When a client invokes a service of a
server object, which implements an asynchronous interface,
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the request invocation follows an asynchronous communica-
tion model but when the method returns the control to the
client it follows a synchronous communication model. Hence
in COM+ asynchronous calls are simulated by synchronous
mechanisms.

A COM server has four types of threading models [1] and [10]:

� single: in any process there is only one thread. There
is an unique thread that manages all objects created
by the thread itself;

� apartment: in any process there are one or more
threads. A thread manages one or more objects, but a
server does not execute at the same time two requests
coming from two di�erent threads;

� free: in any process there are one or more threads.
A thread manages one or more objects, and a server
can execute at the same time two requests from two
di�erent threads;

� both: apartment + free.

The services provided by a COM server have a parameters
list. Any parameter in the list has a given passing mode
de�ned by IDL code. There are two types of passing modes:
[in] and [out]. [in] means that a parameter is an input pa-
rameter for the server on PCC. The services provided by a
COM server also have a return value. The type of this value
is called HRESULT. The return value is considered, from
the server, as an output element on PCC. The HRESULT
type assumes a unique success value (S OK) and a given
set of error values (E ...). Typically if a request returns
S OK it means that the server has provided to the client
the service the client requested for, so the server is in a state
in which it expects a di�erent request. If the server returns
some E ... value it means that it has not provided to the
client the requested service, so the server is in a state in
which he expects the same request again.

5. COM CONNECTORS SYNTHESIS
In sections 3 and 4 we observed that COM/DCOM like
CBA is component based and its building elements are com-
ponents and connectors. The di�erence is that while in
COM/DCOM the connectors are auxiliary mechanisms pro-
vided by the model itself, in CBA the connectors are explicit
entities at the system implementation level. We will imple-
ment an explicit COM connector as a composite server that
provides a coordination service and that it is a tangible en-
tity at system implementation level. We map the concepts
of top and bottom of a CBA component with the concepts of
client side and server side of a COM component respectively.
We use the general composition mechanism called contain-
ment/delegation. We can then synthesize a COM connector
as a server that contains the servers of the connector free sys-
tem and that delegates to these servers the requests of the
clients using a deadlock-free routing policy. The connector
interface is the union of all interfaces of the servers contained
within the connector itself. In this way we reect the compo-
sition rules of a CBA system. Furthermore, COM/DCOM
like CBA has a synchronous communication model. The

COM/DCOM communication model reects the CBA com-
munication model by assuming the following mapping: a
CBA request maps to the request of a COM client (mar-
shaling), a CBA noti�cation to the modi�cation of return
values (unmarshaling) and to the change of the server state,
the top domain to the set of IID speci�ed in the QueryIn-
terface calls and the bottom domain to the MIDL code for a
Type Library. Then we can also say that the COM/DCOM
connector has a strictly sequential input-output behavior
(such as a CBA connector) introducing in the architecture
the following restrictions: the connector threading model is
only the apartment (atomic request) and the implementa-
tions of the requests are single-threaded for each server of
the system. Summarizing the architectural requirements of
a COM coordination connector are:

1. server with apartment threading model;

2. composite server through containment/delegation mech-
anism;

3. outer interface as union of inner interfaces;

4. connect itself to the other components through syn-
chronous procedure call channels (PCC ).

5.1 COM servers and clients as CCS processes
In the introduction we mentioned that our approach as-
sumes to enhance a component interface with dynamic in-
formation. We model the component dynamic behavior as a
graph. The textual representation of this graph is given by
using a CCS-like process algebra [9] which di�ers from CCS
only for the use of slightly di�erent syntactic notations. A
graph is therefore represented as a CCS process. For the
purposes of this paper, no speci�c knowledge of CCS is re-
quired. It is enough to know that the CCS processes we will
use are de�ned as (possibly recursive) equations and de�ne
in a very intuitive way a graph, as we will informally explain
later on. CCS processes can then be composed in parallel
and they communicate synchronously. A more comprehen-
sive explanation of the use of CCS in the component-based
setting we are using can be found in [2, 3].

We associate a CCS process to each COM server and client.
From restrictions imposed in Section 5 a server process is
single-threaded; a client process may be made of one or
more parallel execution threads. Intuitively, we associate
a CCS process to each execution thread, the whole system
will then be the parallel composition of the CCS processes
associated to the clients and servers execution threads. The
CCS process of the server is de�ned in terms of the requests
for a service that the server object might receive. The CCS
process of the client is de�ned in terms of the requests that
the client might send to the server object. Informally, for
a server we associate in the corresponding CCS process re-
quests to input actions and noti�cations to output actions.
The symmetric situation applies to clients. Thus we provide
a general CCS model for a server side request and for a client
side request in order to de�ne the CCS process associated to
a server or to a client. A server side request travels across
PCC following two directions: the server object receives,
in input, the request from the client (CBA request) and it
sends in output a noti�cation (CBA noti�cation). The ac-
tual output action on PCC for the server is modelled as the
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result of a non-deterministic composition of output actions.
This models the fact that it might receive a request from a
client for any of his services. Below is the CCS schema for
a service request server side. The �rst line de�nes a request
(Req) for an exposed service. The string !SrvId stands for
an input action (!), to the server Srv, of the service Id. The
string SrvId represents one term that we parse by the fol-
lowing pattern: [Aj::jZ][0j::j9]+. [Aj::jZ] is the letter for the
substring Srv and [0j::j9]+ is the number for the substring
Id. The whole term represented by SrvId is build by the
concatenation of the two substrings Srv and Id. This ac-
tion is followed by a noti�cation action (Not), where : means
action pre�xing. The second line reads analogously, but in
addition uses the non-deterministic operator + to model the
fact that the server can notify any request for one of its ser-
vices. ? denotes that these are output actions. Note that
we use !; ? instead of the CCS notation, action - coaction.

In Section 6 we will see an instantiation of these schemas.

Req =!SrvId:Not
Not =?SrvId1:Req1 + ::+?SrvIdn:Reqn

where:

� Req;Req1; ::; Reqn; Not 2 fX;Y; ::g are process vari-
ables

� Srv ranges over upper case letters (process variable
associated to server)

� Id; Id1; ::; Idn range over positive integers (id IDL of
the services provided by server)

� !SrvId ranges over In that is the set of input actions
on PCC

� ?SrvId1; ::; ?SrvIdn range over Out that is the set of
output actions on PCC

� V is = In [ Out is the set of visible actions on PCC

� Act = V is [ ftaug is the set of all actions where tau
denotes the so-called internal action

We de�ne the dynamic behavior of a COM client in terms of
the services id IDL that it can require to a server. Obviously
if for a server a request is an input action and the noti�cation
is an output action for a client a request is an output action
and the noti�cation is an input action:

Req =?SrvId:Not
Not =!SrvId1:Req1 + ::+!SrvIdn:Reqn

5.2 Connectors synthesis for a single-layered
COM application

A single-layered COM architecture is a system composed of
a set of server components that are not composite servers
and of a set of exclusively client components. For an ar-
chitecture of this type, we build a single connector which
contains all the servers of the connector free system. The
requests issued from a client will be sent to the connector.
The MIDL code is extended by means of commented code

representing the CCS process associated to the server. We
also de�ne the CCS processes associated to the execution
threads of each client.

AC-Graph

AS-Graph

EX-Graph

AC-Graph

AS-Graph

EX-Graph

AC-Graph

AS-Graph

EX-Graph

AC-Graph

AS-Graph

EX-Graph

C1 2C

C3
C4

Unification algorithm

Connector

Figure 1: Connector synthesis

Referring to Figure 1, the technique de�ned in [2] starting
from the component graph that models the component dy-
namics (AC-Graph), associates to a component a set of other
graphs, which characterize di�erent aspects of the compo-
nent dynamics, from the actual component behavior to its
assumptions on the environment. Referring to [2], we infor-
mally de�ne the notion of Actual Behavior (AC) Graph for
modelling component behavior. The term actual empha-
sizes the di�erence between component behavior and the
intended, or assumed, behavior of the environment. AC
graphs model components in an intuitive way. Each node
represents a state of the component and the root node repre-
sents its initial state. Each arc represents the possible transi-
tion into a new state where the transition label is the action
performed by the component. The strategy illustrated in [2],
from the AC graphs derives the corresponding AS (ASsump-
tion) graphs. These graphs describe the interaction behavior
of each component with the external environment. First, we
wish to derive from a component behavior the requirements
on its environment that guarantee deadlock freedom. A sys-
tem is in deadlock when it cannot perform any computation,
thus in our setting, deadlock means that all components are
blocked waiting for an action from the environment that is
not possible. Given the way components are combined to-
gether, a component will not block if the environment can
always provide the actions it requires for changing state.
Thus we can informally de�ne the notion of component as-
sumption in the context of parallel composition and dead-
lock freedom by a graph (AS-Graph) which is di�erent from
the corresponding AC-Graph only in the arcs labels. In fact
these labels are symmetric since they model the environ-
ment as each component expects it. Given the CBA style,
the component environment can only be represented by one
or more connectors, thus in [2] they re�nes the de�nition
of AS-Graph in to a new graph, the EX-Graph, that rep-
resents the behavior that the component expects from the
connector. We know that the connector performs strictly
sequential input-output operations only, thus if it receives
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an input from a component it will then output the received
input message to the destination component. Analogously,
if the connector outputs a message, this means that imme-
diately before it input that message. Intuitively, for each
transition labelled with a visible action !SrvId (?SrvId) in
the AS graph, in the corresponding EX graph there are two
strictly sequential transition labelled !SrvId and ?SrvIdunk
(!SrvIdunk and ?SrvId), respectively. The string unk de-
notes an action that the connector is expected to do on a
communication channel which is not handled by the com-
ponent we are deriving the EX-Graph for. Each component
EX-Graph represents a partial view of the connector ex-
pected behavior. It is partial since it only reects the expec-
tations of a single component. The global connector behav-
ior will be derived by taking into account all the EX-graphs.
This will be done through an uni�cation algorithm [2]. In-
formally, we attempt to matching known actions (terms) in
a EX-Graph with unknown actions (variables) in another
EX-Graph.

From the CCS annotations it is possible to build the AC-
Graphs [2] for each component and run the following algo-
rithm:

1. let K be the connector to build;

2. for each component Ci build the EX-Graph EXi for
Ci;

3. if it is impossible to unify the EXi for each component
Ci then exit(FAILURE);

4. if sink nodes exist within transitions graph of K then
delete the branches that terminate with these stop
nodes;

5. for each component Ci if CBSimulation(ASi; CBi)
does not successfully terminate then exit(FAILURE);

6. exit(SUCCESS);

where:

ASi is the AS-Graph [2] of the component Ci which is con-
nected to the connector; CBi is the CB-Graph [2] for Ci.
Referring to [2] this graph represents the portion of the con-
nector graph that communicates with the component Ci; We
obtain the connector CB-Graph regarding the communica-
tion with a given component Ci by labelling with � all the
actions on a component di�erent to Ci and by labelling with
the action itself all the actions on Ci. CBSimulation(ASi; CBi)
successfully terminates if the expected behavior of the en-
vironment for the component Ci (ASi) is CB -simulated [2]
from the portion of the connector behavior regarding the
communication with a given component (Ci). Referring
to [2], the CB-Simulation informally is a notion of simu-
lation based on observational equivalence [9].

5.3 Connectors synthesis for a multi-layered
COM application

A multi-layered COM architecture is a system built from a
set of COM components that have both the client and server
side (components built through containment/delegation or

aggregation mechanism). At a generic layer of the architec-
ture the client side of a component is considered as a client
of the layer itself and the server side is considered as a server
of the precedent layer. In this context the connectors syn-
thesis works by building, for each layer of the architecture,
a connector between the clients of a layer and the servers
of the same layer. For this reason we introduce two new
data structures that allow to reduce a multi-layered system
to a set of single-layered subsystems; for each one we build
a connector. Informally we derives the SAC-Graph (Server
ACtual behavior Graph) of a component C from his AC-
Graph labelling with tau all the actions on a component
di�erent to C and with the action itself all the actions on
C. In this way the SAC-Graph of C identi�es the dynamic
behavior of C on the server side. Analogously we derives the
CAC-Graph (Client ACtual behavior Graph) of a component
C from his AC-Graph labelling with tau all the actions on
C and with the action itself all the actions on a component
di�erent to C. In this way the CAC-Graph of C identi�es
the dynamic behavior of C on the client side. Consider-
ing the de�nitions given in [2] we can obtain: SAS-Graph
(Server ASsumption Graph), SEX-Graph (Server EXpected
Graph), CAS-Graph (Client ASsumption Graph) and CEX-
Graph (Client EXpected Graph).

6. THE DINING PHILOSOPHERS
This example is a COM instance of the problem known as
The dining philosophers in which we consider two philoso-
phers and a table with two forks. The experiment is based on
a COM application composed of two clients and one server.
The clients represent the two philosophers and the server is
the table with two forks. We observed that running together
these COM components without a coordination policy, the
application comes to a deadlock as expected. Applying the
technique presented in the following, we insert a COM con-
nector in the system. Then the application is composed of
two clients (the philosophers) and one server (the connec-
tor) that contains the old server and delegates to it the client
requests consistently with the coordination policy encapsu-
lated in the connector. We obtain that the connector based
application is deadlock-free. We derive the coordination pol-
icy from the behavior speci�cation of the components by
applying the following technique.

We have a COM server whose MIDL �le has been extended
with the following commented code:

...
interface IHandler : IDispatch {

[propget, id(1), helpstring("property Fork1")]
HRESULT Fork1([out, retval] int *pVal);
[propget, id(2), helpstring("property Fork2")]
HRESULT Fork2([out, retval] int *pVal);
[id(3), helpstring("method ReleaseForks")]
HRESULT ReleaseForks();

};
...
library TABLELib {
...

coclass Handler {
[default] interface IHandler;

//x
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//T = A + B;\\

//A = !T1.E;\\
//E = ?T1.A + ?T2.C;\\
//C = !T2.F;\\
//F = ?T2.C + ?T3.X;\\
//X = !T3.N;\\
//N = ?T1.T;\\

//B = !T2.G;\\
//G = ?T2.B + ?T1.D;\\
//D = !T1.H;
//H = ?T1.D + ?T3.J;
//J = !T3.K;
//K = ?T2.T;

//x
};

};

The extension made to MIDL code is represented by the
commented code portion included between line //x and line
//x. The server which represents the table (T ) expects two
requests (A and B): the request for the �rst fork (method
Fork1 with IDL id equal to 1) and the request for the sec-
ond fork (method Fork2 with IDL id equal to 2). We recall
that the notation !SrvId means the request of the service
with IDL id equal to Id to the server Srv. The requests A
and B are de�ned, according to the CCS model discussed in
Section 5.1, by de�ning the noti�cations (E, F , N , G, H e
K) and the requests Reqi (A, B, C, D, X e J) within the
noti�cations. For example the request A causes the recep-
tion in input of the data to invoke the method Fork1 with
IDL id equal to 1; T as noti�cation on A may expect in a
non-deterministic way the request A again (the �rst fork is
busy) or the request C that is, the request associated to the
second fork. If C successfully terminates it means that both
forks are busy so T can notify in output from PCC the re-
quest for the release of the forks (X). Analogously we work
for the request B; B is the request for the second fork in a
state in which both forks are free.

We associate to the client that represents the set of two
philosophers a CCS process labelled with I; I is the par-
allel composition of two CCS processes (L and M). So
I = L j M . The following are the two client processes
speci�cations:

x
L = ?T1:O;
O = !T1:L + !T2:P ;
P = ?T2:Q;
Q = !T2:P + !T3:R;
R = ?T3:S;
S = !T1:I;
x

and

x
M = ?T2:U ;
U = !T2:M + !T1:V ;
V = ?T1:Z;
Z = !T1:V + !T3:Y ;
Y = ?T3:W ;
W = !T2:I;
x

L requires the �rst fork sending, in output on PCC, to T
the parameters to invoke the implementation of the method,
with IDL id equal to 1 (Fork1), provided by T . Then L re-
ceives, in input on PCC, the noti�cations from T which may
receive the same request again or the request for the second
fork (P ). Analogously happens for P and for the other re-
quests (R, V e Y ). The client application is built as a main
process that enables the parallel execution of two threads.
Parsing the precedent CCS statements we can obtain the
AC-Graphs of T , L and M (Figure 2 and 3). Then we can
derive the corresponding AS-Graphs by simply relabelling
the input and output actions on the AC-Graph with the
correspondent output and input actions. We consider the
same system with a connector that contains the server T .
T connects itself to the connector through the PCC fcg.
The clients L and M connect themselves to the connector
through the PCC fag and fbg. We use the PCC to model
the communication channel by which the components con-
nect themselves to the connector. The connector knows the
component that requires his services by using the informa-
tion about the PCC of this component. This channel is a
synchronous procedure call channel.

From the AS-Graph we can build the EX-Graph of T , L and
M (Figure 4 e 5). From the EX-Graph uni�cation we obtain
the actual behavior graph of the connector (Figure 6).

Figure 2: AC-Graph of T

The stop nodes within the transition graph of the connec-
tor immediately identify the deadlocks, so we delete the
branches that terminate with these nodes. Then we run
the algorithm of CB-simulation between the AS-Graph of
the component connected to the connector through a given
channel and the CB-Graph of the connector concerning the
communication on this channel. We repeat this step for
each channel that connects a given component to the con-
nector. At this point the connector is deadlock-free if the
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Figure 3: AC-Graph of L and M

Figure 4: EX-Graph of T

Figure 5: EX-Graph of L and M

Figure 6: Transitions graph of the problem known
as The dining philosophers

AS-Graphs of the components connected to the connector
through a given set of channel, are CB-simulated by the
portions of the connector behavior regarding the communi-
cation on this set of channels. Otherwise we can detect a
deadlock in the nodes in which the CB-simulation relation
does not hold.

7. FROM TRANSITION GRAPH TO ROUT-
ING POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Let us suppose that we want to derive the code for the
method provided by the connector which represents the re-
quest for the �rst fork (get Fork1). The idea is to pro-
duce a code which represents the connector transition graph
structure and avoids the deadlock paths. In the code struc-
ture states from which more arcs depart are represented by
if conditions. Transitions are client requests to a certain
server. This code consists in the possible delegation of the
method get Fork1 to the old server object, contained in the
connector, depending on the state of the server object (the
state of two forks) and by the channel the request comes
from (the philosopher that does the request). These con-
ditions map on some if statements. Each if statement has
a given logic expression as guard. This expression is built
by using the condition variables associated to the state of
the two forks (FREE or BUSY ) and the PCC identi�ers
that connect the clients L and M to the connector (PCCA
e PCCB). The following is the get Fork1 code for the con-
nector:

STDMETHODIMP CConn::get Fork1(int *pVal, int pcc) f

if � statement1
...
if � statementn

return E HANDLE;
g;

where CConn is the COM class of which the server object
representing the connector is instance; for the connector we
extend the old get Fork1 parameters list by adding a pa-
rameter that represents a PCC identi�er. This parameter is
speci�ed by a client when he does this request; it identi�es
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the channel with which a given client connects itself to the
connector; the following is the if � statementi code:

if((fork1State == Xvari) && (fork2State == Yvari)) f
if(pcc == Zvari) return E HANDLE;

fork1State = BUSY;

return pHandler->get Fork1(pVal);

g

where Xvari ; Yvari 2 fFREE;BUSY g, Zvari 2 fPCCA;
PCCB;PCCUNKNOWNg, i 2 f1; ::; ng and n is equal to
the number of nodes within the connector transition graph
the delegation of the request depends on (from these nodes it
is possible to �nd a deadlock delegating the request without
condition). We use the value PCCUNKNOWN in the
case the request can be done from any client. To �nd the
values of Xvari , Yvari , Zvari for each i 2 1; ::; n and of n
we consider the nodes representing distinct states for the
forks (two nodes are the same state if both represent the
state in which the two forks are free/busy respectively) and
such that at least an arc labelled by an input action towards
T , on PCC a or b and with IDL id equal to the get Fork1
IDL id, exit. These actions are in the set f!T1fag; !T1fbgg
and are the unique actions that identify the requests for the
get Fork1 to the connector. Within the graph of Figure 6
there are two nodes (N1 and N2) from which at least an arc
labelled by an action of the set f!T1fag; !T1fbgg exits. So
n = 2. Each state of the connector corresponds to a tuple
of the system components states. The node N1 corresponds
to the system state in which both forks are free; since L
requires �rst the �rst fork and M requires �rst the second
fork, in the node N1, the component which requires the �rst
fork is L that is connected to the connector by the PCC a.
We can observe this by looking at the graph of Figure 6;
the unique action, on PCC a, that exits from node N1 is
!T1fag. So we can derive the following assignments:

� Xvar1 = FREE

� Yvar1 = FREE

� Zvar1 = PCCB

The node N2 corresponds to the system state in which the
second fork is busy because M has required it; the �rst fork
is free, L and M can both require it. So node N2 corre-
sponds to the system state in which if the �rst philosopher
requires the �rst fork and this request successfully termi-
nates, then the system will deadlock (Figure 6):

� Xvar2 = FREE

� Yvar2 = BUSY

� Zvar2 = PCCA

The following is the get Fork1 implementation for the con-
nector derived by the connectors synthesis automatic tool:

STDMETHODIMP CConn::get_Fork1(int *pVal, int pcc) {

if((fork1State == FREE) && (fork2State == FREE)) {
if(pcc == PCCB) return E_HANDLE;

fork1State = BUSY;

return pHandler->get_Fork1(pVal);

}

if((fork1State == FREE) && (fork2State == BUSY)) {
if(pcc == PCCA) return E_HANDLE;

fork1State = BUSY;

return pHandler->get_Fork1(pVal);
}

return E_HANDLE;
};

analogously the tool works to derive the get Fork2 imple-
mentation for the connector:

STDMETHODIMP CConn::get_Fork2(int *pVal, int pcc) {
if((fork1State == FREE) && (fork2State == FREE)) {

if(pcc == PCCA) return E_HANDLE;

fork2State = BUSY;

return pHandler->get_Fork2(pVal);
}

if((fork1State == BUSY) && (fork2State == FREE)) {
if(pcc == PCCB) return E_HANDLE;

fork2State = BUSY;

return pHandler->get_Fork2(pVal);
}

return E_HANDLE;
};

for the ReleaseForks we can see that the connector receives
this request when it is in states in which both forks are busy.
Within the graph of Figure 6 it is easy to observe that there
are only two nodes from which at least an arc labelled by
an action of set f!T3fag; !T3fbgg exits. However n = 1
because the precedent two nodes correspond to a state in
which both forks are busy (these nodes are the same node).
So Xvar1 = BUSY and Yvar1 = BUSY . Then this request
is always deadlock-free and this result does not depend on
the client issuing the request. Hence we can assign the value
PCCUNKNOWN to Zvar1 for the ReleaseForks. In this
manner the connector delegates the ReleaseForks to the
old server for any client that issues the request. For this
method the connector might simply delegate the request af-
ter the forks state updating. Our automatic tool derives a
syntactically di�erent but totally equivalent code:

STDMETHODIMP CConn::ReleaseForks(int pcc) {
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if((fork1State == BUSY) && (fork2State == BUSY)) {

if(pcc == PCCUNKNOWN) return E_HANDLE;

fork1State = FREE;
fork2State = FREE;

return pHandler->ReleaseForks();
}

return E_HANDLE;
};

In Section 5 we said that the connector interface is the union
of the interfaces of the servers contained in the connector it-
self. In this example, the connector exhibits one interface
which provides the same methods of the interface IHandler.
This interface contains the methods get Fork1, get Fork2
and ReleaseForks whose implementations have been de-
rived, from the connector transition graph by our tool. This
interface implements also a method get PCC which is used
by a client to get a PCC to connect itself to the connector.
This PCC is the PCC identi�er that appears in the param-
eters list of any method provided by the connector. The
following is the IConn interface speci�cation code:

interface IConn : IDispatch {
[propget, id(1), helpstring("property Fork1")]

HRESULT Fork1([out] int *pVal, [in] int pcc);

[propget, id(2), helpstring("property Fork2")]
HRESULT Fork2([out] int *pVal, [in] int pcc);

[id(3), helpstring("method ReleaseForks")]
HRESULT ReleaseForks([in] int pcc);

[propget, id(4), helpstring("property PCC")]
HRESULT get_PCC([out, retval] int *pVal);

};

The get PCC implementation is easy to derive because it
depends only from the number m of the PCC that connects
the clients to the connector:

STDMETHODIMP CConn::get PCC(int *pVal) f

if � statement1
...
if � statementm

return E HANDLE;
g

where if � statementj is as follows:

if((pccjState == NOTCONNECTED) f
pccjState = CONNECTED;
*pVal = PCCj ;

return S OK;

g

where pccj 2 fpcca; pccb; ::g and PCCj 2 fPCCA;PCCB; ::g.
The following is the get PCC complete implementation:

STDMETHODIMP CConn::get_PCC(int *pVal) {
if((pccaState == NOTCONNECTED) {

pccaState = CONNECTED;
*pVal = PCCA;

return S_OK;
}

if((pccbState == NOTCONNECTED) {
pccbState = CONNECTED;
*pVal = PCCB;

return S_OK;
}

return E_HANDLE;
}

we must modify every client code according to the following
steps:

1. insert within local variables declaration a PCC identi-
�er (int pcc);

2. replace the string Handler with the string Conn for
each client code;

3. at the beginning of a client code introduce a connection
phase (pConn! get PCC(&pcc));

4. add to the parameters list a PCC identi�er (pcc) for
each call to the methods of the connector.

Our solution has the drawback of slightly modify the client
code. This can be easily automated by simply observing the
clients code. When we have the clients in a binary format we
must �nd a technique to avoid the clients code updating. A
possible way to achieve this is by updating the registry keys
values of the old server with the registry keys values of the
connector and by handling the PCC numbering directly into
the synthesized connector for example by using an instance
counter. In this manner we could avoid step 1, 2, 3 and 4.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In the paper we presented a technique to transform a COM/DCOM
application which deadlocks in a COM/DCOM application
which has the same clients-server structure augmented with
a new server that contains the old one and �lters all the
clients requests to the old one, by using a deadlock-free pol-
icy. In our present implementation clients have to be slightly
modi�ed as suggested above. The technique relies on an
enhanced component interface that speci�es its dynamic in-
teraction behavior. This information should be speci�ed by
the component developer and only reects the component
dynamic behavior at the architectural level. The new server
acts as a connector and its speci�cation and implementation
is automatically synthesized. The technique does not always
succeed, since it depends on the deadlock nature. Informally
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we classi�ed the deadlocks that can be solved as coordina-
tion deadlocks as opposed to deadlocks that occur because
of some component internal behavior and cannot be solved
by externally coordinating components interactions. In a
component-based setting in which we are assuming black-
boxes components, this is the best we can expect to do.

At present we have developed an implementation of the au-
tomatic tool for COM connectors synthesis (called COM
Connectors Generator). This tool works well for single-
layered COM systems in which the server components are
single-threaded servers. The tool derives the connector tran-
sition graph, from the dynamic behavior speci�cation of sys-
tem components, and then proceeds with the detection and
the recovery for deadlocks caused by a wrong coordination
policy while it only detects the deadlocks caused by internal
behavior. This implementation includes also the connector
code generation phase. A possible extension is to let it work
also for multi-layered COM systems in which, for example,
some servers are multi-threaded servers.

Besides extending the tool applicability, future work concern
the application of the technique to other case studies and to
real case COM/DCOM applications. Future work also con-
cern the implementation of the techniques sketched at the
end of Section 7 to avoid all the system clients components
modi�cations.
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